
          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

R4 LYON-PARILLY [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX CHRISTIAN DESVIGNE - 2000m (a1 1/4m) - TURF - Condition 

Race - Maiden - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. PEIXES - Disappointing 5th last time after finishing 3rd on debut. Has the form and experience 
to have a say 

2. TIDY - Has shown signs of improvement in recent outings but will need to raise her game 
again to get a look in here 

3. WOODIVINE - Encouraging 4th on debut and is likely to have improved for that experience. 
Should be competitive 

4. SEA BREAKER - Finished 3rd in consecutive starts before her improved 2nd last time. Should 
play a leading role here 

5. TIMETOSHINE - Disappointing last start (6th) over a longer distance but should do better over 
this shorter trip. Don't discount 

6. SOIZIYA - Finished a modest 9th on debut but would've gained plenty from that experience, so 
is open to improvement 

7. STEALTHY STRIDE - Well-beaten 8th on debut last year and is best watched for now on her 
reappearance. Others preferred 

8. SKATHI - Inconsistent but remains capable. Improved 4th on her comeback and will have a 
say if confirming 

9. A CANNES - Yoann Bonnefoy-trained newcomer, a three-year-old gelding by Whipper, making 
his debut. One to note 

10. WURFGEIST - Aurélien Lemaitre rides this Helmet colt on debut for trainer Waldemar Hickst. 
Not taken lightly 

11. PATE MOLLEE - Well-bred Order Of St George debutante to be ridden by Allan Monnier for 
trainer Maxime Cesandri 

12. HAPPY WIFE - Maud Le Gall-trained filly to be ridden on debut by Ronan Thomas. Others 
make more appeal here 

Summary : SEA BREAKER (4) has been consistent to this point and improved to finish 2nd last 
time, so deserves to get her head n front and ought to break through for a maiden victory in this 
opening event. After a pleasing 4th at Le Lion-d'Angers on debut, WOODIVINE (3) should fight 
for victory with any improvement. TIMETOSHINE (5), over a distance more to her liking, and 
SKATHI (8), who made an encouraging comeback, are also likely to make their presence felt. 
Newcomer PATE MOLLEE (11) and PEIXES (1) complete the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

SEA BREAKER (4) - WOODIVINE (3) - TIMETOSHINE (5) - SKATHI (8) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C2 - PRIX DES EAUX BLEUES - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - Divised 

Handicap - Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. ELECTRON LIBRE - Failed to land a blow in a Quinté+ last time but has enjoyed success at 
this track and ought to fare better at this level 

2. MY LENNY - Blotted his copybook over further last time having won consecutive previous 
outings. Could redeem himself 

3. ARTURO - Winner at Cagnes-sur-Mer this winter and fought hard for victory when 3rd at this 
track last month. High on shortlist 

4. AUENWOLF - Consistent performer in claiming races and has legitimate ambitions back in a 
handicap. Keep safe 

5. SANCHO - Stayed on well to finish 4th at Longchamp recently and has claims here on that 
form. Will have a say 

6. SAINTE RITA - Unreliable sort but is quite capable of getting into the picture in a race of this 
nature. Dark horse 

7. AUTUMN PRIDE - Undeniably capable but has been inconsistent this year. Will need to 
bounce back to get involved 

8. GAMECHANGER - Consistent sort with decent form references, so is dangerous to dismiss. 
Capale of having a say here 

9. MOON DREAM - Appears to have last his way this year, having finished unplaced in both 2023 
outings. Must reaffirm 

10. EUSTACHE - Has nothing noteworthy to his name to warrant consideration here and can be 
ruled out. Overlook 

11. AMANDERO - Has struggled to regain any form or consistency for some time now so is 
unlikely to trouble the judge 

12. WHERE CHOP - Holding his form well recently but at a lower level and has a lot  more to do 
here. Others preferred 

Summary : Beaten narrowly over 2200m last time, ARTURO (3) is an attractive betting 
proposition here if running to that level of form again. Experienced ELECTRON LIBRE (1) failed 
to make an impression in a Quinté+ last time but could be worth another chance, having had 
great success on this track. SANCHO (5) is in enjoying a good spell of form and showed that at 
ParisLongchamp last time, so need only repeat that effort to get in on the action too. AUENWOLF 
(4), who has good recent form in claiming races to his name, and MY LENNY (2) make most 
appeal of the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

ARTURO (3) - ELECTRON LIBRE (1) - SANCHO (5) - AUENWOLF (4) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C3 - PRIX DU PARC DE MIRIBEL - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - Divised 

Handicap - Class 4 - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. TARCENAY - Consistent performer in this class and is likely to be competitive given his rider's 
1,5kg allowance 

2. WELL DE VINDECY - Veteran mare, won over 3000m at Strasbourg recently and is not 
incapable of following up. Include 

3. SUDDEN DEATH - Out of sorts and made a disappointing reappearance last time but won 
twice at this track and ought to do better here 

4. OLYPA - Made a winning reappearance and with improved fitness should go well again. 
Warrants respect 

5. AYRTON BANKS - Poor recent form on the flat and over obstacles does not augur well for his 
chances here. Overlook 

6. MOKO - Seldom far off the mark but must speak some improvement to get into the picture 
here. Outsider 

7. ZINZICHERA - Runner-up in 2 of her last 3 starts and, given that form and consistency, is the 
most likely winner in the lineup 

8. MORNI - Has improved with each start this year and finished 4th last time, so could stake a 
claim in this 

9. OSUMI - Has been struggling for some time now and is unlikely to trouble the judge. Others 
are preferred 

10. SUPERIOR BADOLAT - Undeniably capable but made no impression last time and needs to 
reaffirm. Best watched for now 

11. DARENIX - Consistent and boasts solid recent form references at this level. Should have a 
role to play here 

12. LADIE SALSA - Unreliable sort but is quite capable of making her presence felt in a race of 
this nature. Respected 

13. EVALAUR CHOPE - Showed signs of improvement last time but will need to raise her game 
to have a say. Watch for now 

14. TENDER WINNER - Has nothing noteworthy to his name to warrant consideration here and 
can be ruled out. Overlook 

Summary : In good form and already a winner five times on this track, ZINZICHERA (7) looks 
good value to add a 13th success of her career here. DARENIX (11), supplemented for this event 
and also in good knick, leads the opposition ahead of WELL DE VINDECY (2) who won at 
Strasbourg last time. SUDDEN DEATH (3) has won twice on this course and should improve after 
a comeback outing, so could get into the picture. OLYPA (4), TARCENAY (1) and LADIE SALSA 
(12) are others to consider. 

SELECTIONS 

ZINZICHERA (7) - DARENIX (11) - WELL DE VINDECY (2) - SUDDEN DEATH (3) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C4 - MAGAZINE SIXTY NINE - PRIX DO RE MI FA SOL - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - 

TURF - Condition Race - Maiden - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. SIMIYANN - Disappointing last start after (7th) an encouraging introduction (4th). Not to be 
written off just yet 

2. MASTER LIGHT - Has improved with each outing and finished a pleasing 3rd last time. Could 
get into the picture 

3. SYKES - Did not go unnoticed when finishing 6th on debut and would've gained from that 
experience. Watch 

4. ALLEZ LULU - Showed signs of improvement last time and could get a look in here if 
confirming that form. Chance 

5. WHYDAH GALLY - Confirmed the the promise of his debut (5th) by finishing 3rd last time. 
Should have a role to play 

6. FOLKWIN - Caught the eye when finishing 2nd last time after a modest debut. Must confirm 
that improvement 

7. SIR WESTMINSTER - Encouraging 2nd on debut but needs to improve a far bit to confirm that 
promise in this contest. Lurker 

8. MA LIBERTE - Reassuring 3rd in her last start and should be in the firing line here if 
confirming that improvement 

9. THANKYOU - Has shown ability in both outings and is likely to be competitive here after 
finishing 4th last time 

10. VICKY D'AUMONT - Gémix debutante to be ridden by Allan Monnier for trainer Maxime 
Cesandri. Best watched for now 

11. KERLANE - Natalie Bentley-trained newcomer, filly by Pastorius, to be ridden by Benjamin 
Marie. Watch for now 

Summary : Having finished 3rd in four of her six starts, MA LIBERTE (8) wouldn't be winning out 
of turn and is taken to get her head in front at the expense of THANKYOU (9) who shouldn't be a 
maiden for too much longer either. SIMIYANN (1) let the side down at Dieppe last time but is 
probably better than that effort suggests, and could fight for victory if confirming the promise of his 
debut 4th. WHYDAH GALLY (5) left a favorable impression when finishing 3rd at this track and 
cannot be overlooked either. 

SELECTIONS 

MA LIBERTE (8) - THANKYOU (9) - SIMIYANN (1) - WHYDAH GALLY (5) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C5 - PRIX DU PARC LOCMARIA - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Class 1 - Flat - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. CAMERON - Improving last-start winner who, as the only male in the race, must concede 
weight all round. Chance nonetheless 

2. GLITTERING LIGHTS - Improving last-start winner (with Charlie Appleby) with solid form 
references. Warrants respect in her first outing on French soil 

3. GHRAINNE - Well-in under the conditions but has been out of sorts, so needs to reaffirm. Best 
watched for now 

4. BELLE ET GRISE - Promising filly who has won 2 of her last 3 starts, including last time out, 
and likely to go well again. One to beat 

5. GAIN IT - Favourably treated by the conditions, as the top-rated runner in the field. Should 
have a role to play 

6. RISE AND SHINE - Not disgraced during the winter in Dubai and should fare better back in 
familiar surroundings. Watch 

Summary : Already twice a winner from just four outings, BELLE ET GRISE (4) is probably worth 
siding with again after an effortless victory last time. GAIN IT (5) is the highest-rated, thus best-
weighted, runner in the race so is likely to pose the biggest threat. Last-start winner GLITTERING 
LIGHTS (2), who has left Charlie Appleby, warrants the utmost respect in her first start on French 
soil. Consistent filly RISE AND SHINE (6) and improving colt CAMERON (1), a winner recently, 
could also get into the picture. 

SELECTIONS 

BELLE ET GRISE (4) - GAIN IT (5) - GLITTERING LIGHTS (2) - RISE AND SHINE (6) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C6 - PRIX HENRI HUBSCH - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - TURF - Claiming - Flat - 

EUR € 12.000  

 
1. KFE KREOL - Did not show much on debut but improved to win a claimer last time out and 
can follow up with improvement expected 

2. ROYAL POST OFFICE - Has yet to win but he always give of his best in claimers and can 
finish in the money once again 

3. CHARM OF LOVE - Showed improvement when third last time out. Drops to a claimer and can 
improve. Place chance 

4. RHEBOK - fair fourth over this distance in a claimer in her penultimate start. Could play a 
minor role at very best 

5. ZENZI - Disappointed when only ninth on French debut. Did better in Germany in first two 
starts. Might place 

6. BEAUTIFUL MEMORY - Has been very consistent so far without winning and can go one 
better on her recent runner-up finish in a claimer 

7. WESTMINSTER QUEEN - Did not show much in first two starts. Drops to a claimer and can 
improve but others are preferred 

8. PRADANA - Modest sixth on debut. Steps up in distance and can improve but is probably best 
watched this time 

9. PRETTY WARRIOR - Consistent in this division and was runner-up at Vichy over this distance 
last time out. Be right there at the finish 

10. LADY BURGUNDY - Moderate form in two claimers so far and she needs to find a few 
lengths to win this race 

11. ZAHRA - Fair third on debut but disappointed when fifth in a claimer last time out. Capable of 
bouncing back to score 

Summary : BEAUTIFUL MEMORY (6) has been consistent so far and looks ready to go one 
better after a recent runner-up run in this division. PRETTY WARRIOR (9) has been consistent in 
this division and should fight out the finish. KFE KREOL (1) looks to be improving and is coming 
off a nice claimer win so deserves the utmost respect. ZAHRA (11) seems better than the 
disappointing last run. 

SELECTIONS 

BEAUTIFUL MEMORY (6) - PRETTY WARRIOR (9) - KFE KREOL (1) - ZAHRA (11) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C7 - PRIX DU CHAMP DE MARS - 1350m (a7f) - TURF - Handicap - Class 4 

- Flat - EUR € 14.000  

 
1. FULLDITCH - Has lost her way in five starts since winning on the PSF in February. Probably 
best watched for now 

2. AFFAIRE CONCLUE - Disappointing last run at Saint Cloud. Clearly capable of better and 
could be the surprise package of the race 

3. EDIFIANT - Has yet to win a race and was well beaten in last two starts. Drop in distance has 
not sparked improvement and others are preferred 

4. TURTLE CHOPE - Fair third in her penultimate run but has been modest in handicaps of late. 
Could play a minor role at best 

5. SIBUYU - On a long losing streak since only win but has been in fair form of late and could 
finish in the money this time 

6. RECORD THE SHAW - Showed improvement when fifth and is capable of winning of this mark 
but has not won in 32 starts. Can place 

7. NAVALIS - Disappointing three runs since winning a handicap in February and others are 
preferred this time 

8. TALISSON - Well tried this year and he has been a disappointment so far. Needs to find a few 
lengths to win this race 

9. BOTTECI - Has struggled in her six starts so far. First time in a handicap so could improve but 
others are much preferred 

10. CHARM WRENS - Much improved last run when fourth in a handicap and may have more 
improvement to come. Deserves respect 

11. LAWRENCE - Showed improvement when fourth last time out but struggled in three 
handicaps this year before that. Others are preferred 

12. MURRAYFIELD - On a long losing streak but was runner-up twice off this mark recently and 
could be ready to pop 

13. MAKHZEN - Well tried this year without winning but has been running well of this current 
handicap mark and should contest the finish 

14. QUEEN OF THE NIGHT - On a long losing streak and is coming off two disappointing runs 
but has been runner-up a couple of times off this mark so has a place chance 

15. AMERICAN DAISY - Well beaten in both starts this year and seems to have lost her way in 
handicaps. Others are much preferred 

16. PIKATSU - Has yet to win a race but has been consistent off his mark recently including 
when third over this track and trip in penultimate run. Consider 

Summary : MURRAYFIELD (12) has been in very good heart of late and only found one better in 
both of her last two starts. She deserves a winning turn. MAKHZEN (13) has been in good form 
without winning off his current mark and is clearly not out of it. CHARM WRENS (10) showed 
improvement when fourth last time out and could be ready to strike. PIKATSU (16) was third over 
this course and distance in his penultimate start and that brings him in with a  winning chance. 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

SELECTIONS 

MURRAYFIELD (12) - MAKHZEN (13) - CHARM WRENS (10) - PIKATSU (16) 



          SATURDAY, 10/06/23 

C8 - PRIX THEODORE RAVIER - 1350m (a7f) - TURF - Handicap - Flat - 

EUR € 20.000  

 
1. GALALITHE - Returned to her best form with a win last time out but she did struggle when 
trying a handicap in her previous start 

2. WILD WEST - Consistent and versatile distance-wise so far. Good runner-up over 1000m last 
time out and could go one better on handicap debut 

3. ELEGATO - Very consistent this year with three-runner-up runs. Deserves a win on handicap 
debut debut 

4. KASH EXPRESS - Showed promise in his first three starts but struggled in a handicap last 
time out. Can improve 

5. IDEE DE CHEVAL - Fit and has been consistent without winning so far. Not disgraced in his 
two handicap runs this year and should fight out the finish 

6. MAYSAN - Disappointed when sixth in a handicap in his penultimate start. Had run well in all 
four previous runs and deserves some respect 

7. BALSAMAND - Showed some improvement when runner-up in a claimer last time out but 
struggled in two handicaps before that. Might place 

8. MISS OWENKA - Has struggled in her two handicaps on the turf of late and she is probably 
best on the PSF. Others are preferred 

9. MADDOX - Much improved last run when third and could be the surprise package of the race  
off this mark 

Summary : WILD WEST (2) indicated that he is ready to win with a cracking run over 1000m last 
time out, This distance will be better for him and he can win on handicap debut. IDEE DE 
CHEVAL (5) has already run two good races in handicaps this year and could go close. MAYSAN 
(6) was a disappointment in a handicap in her penultimate start but does seem a lot better than 
that. GALALITHE (1) showed improvement when winning last time out and can follow up. 

SELECTIONS 

WILD WEST (2) - IDEE DE CHEVAL (5) - MAYSAN (6) - GALALITHE (1) 

 


